INNOVATION RESEARCH - from origin to current frontier – IØ9802

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

Monday, 17 September 2018

9.15-11 Jan Fagerberg: Innovation Studies: Introduction & students present themselves

Short lecture (45 min) followed by student presentations, 2-3 minutes. Students prepare one 1 -
PowerPoint slide which is sent to Birte in advance, containing name, disciplinary background, main
interests and thesis title/objectives


Handbook of Innovation, Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp 148-178

10.00 – 11.00

Student Presentations

11.00 – 12.00  LUNCH  - upstairs 7th floor (reserved tables, capons)

12.15-14 Ben Martin: The evolution of science policy and innovation studies

1219-1239

Fagerberg, H Landström, BR Martin (2012) Exploring the emerging knowledge base of ‘the knowledge
society’, Research Policy 41 (7), 1121-1131

14.00 – 14.15  Short coffee break

14.15-16 Anna Bergek: System perspectives on innovation


Tuesday, 18 September 2018

9.15-11 Knut Sogner: Innovation - A historical perspective


11.00 – 12.00 LUNCH - upstairs 7th floor (reserved tables, coupons)

12.15-14 Jan Fagerberg: The evolution of the Norwegian innovation system


14.00 – 14.15 Short coffee break

14.15-16 Ben Martin: Twenty Challenges for Innovation Studies


Wednesday, 19 September 2018

9.15-11 Jan Fagerberg: The triple challenge for Europe: Climate change, economic development and governance


11.00 – 12.00 LUNCH - upstairs 7th floor (reserved tables, coupons)

12.15-14:00 Workshop: Coping with Grand Challenges: The role of “transformative” & “mission-oriented” innovation policies

(Short introductions (15-20 min each) by Anna Bergek, Bengt Åke Lundvall & Ben Martin followed by discussion/student interventions):

